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Contact Info
Darren Andreychuk
6286 Crown Dr.
Prince George

Comments

For which application would you like to provide comments? (One form per application)
TU000091 - (397 3rd Avenue) - Meeting Date: April 22, 2024

Comments
Mayor and council:

I am writing to you in regards to the temporary use application at 397 3rd Ave. 
I Do NOT support this application!
I look at what has been taking place in the area known as "moccasin flats" and believe it has
been a failed excercise. While I have empathy for those people that reside there, time and
again it has been shown to us all that things are not working. Increased attendance by a variety
of Municipal, Provincial and Federal services have done little or nothing to slow the negative
impact this area is having on our city. In my opinion putting "atco" trailers in that area for 3
years with a possible extension will only increase the problems we presently see. 
You will have larger structures, with less access and larger fire loads. Police, Bylaw, Fire and
Ambulance staff will have larger issues than they presently have.
I look at the residential area just above, and the commercial area surrounding this area. People
live, work, and pay taxes here. These are the people that have invested their livelihoods to
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have good things. They are now forced to deal with people that show no respect to them or
their property, it causes those people living and working to fear the unknowns that have
proven to exist. 
I can sympathize with the social, economic, mental and substance issues that exist in this area,
but, placing this "temporary" structure places an even bigger anchor in this area. 
I have lived in and owned residences in Prince George since 1993, I was a  until
I retired in 2020. I am proud of PG, and want to see it succeed. 
I understand difficult decisions need to be made, I believe not supporting this venture will be a
small step towards showing the mostly silent majority of residents in our city that they still
matter.

Regards

Darren
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